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WELCOME

BTW this month's cover art is available                
as a T-Shirt we found at REDBUBBLE                    
("Happy Easter Rock Horns Metalhead        
 Heavy Metal" T-shirt by DSWShirts).

Easter. The central celebration of the
Christian faith. The great escape.

Jesus’ escape from the tomb.
The escape back to God.

 

And here we are working through
a great escape of our own.

The roadmap back to normality.
Whatever normality means?!

And on a national level all seems to be
going well. But in the week of putting
this edition together we discover that

our own locale has the highest
infection rate in England.

Escapes are not easy.
 

In this Easter special, we hope you
find stuff to help, even just a little bit,

as you face up to the challenge.
Stuff from the Christian faith.

Stuff from the riches of the music
we love. Powerful stuff.

 

With our love and prayers.
 

The Ladder Team
 



L O O K I N G  B A C K . . . L O O K I N G  F O R W A R D

It is hard to believe this is the 6th edition of Ladderlife ... and it was last September when Dave
asked me if I’d like to write something for this new magazine to keep in touch with Ladderfolk...
Write about whatever you like said Dave .. and so my journey with Ladder life began.

As we now approach Easter .. a time of hope and renewal, I thought my musings would be an
opportunity to look back at the last 6 months and to look ahead...

Like Dave I am a Pioneer Minister ... and like Dave I believe in building community, and as part of
that introducing folk to Jesus and helping them to make their own minds up..

Before lockdown(s), together with my wife Christine we supported a number of fresh expressions
over here in Waltham on the Wolds ... a Messy church, a Cafe Church, film nights and one off things
.. and it all stopped ... we too have gone on line ... YouTube videos and Zoom services .. we’ve even
managed a few courses including a Zoom Alpha course .. and a few outdoor services in our church
meadow...



It’s been very tough ...very different .. but fun ... we’ve had to explore new ways of being a church
community ... the most important part of that is simply being available for each other ... maybe a
phone call or a chat in the street while out walking .. we’ve found that what people miss most is
not church services or holy communion it’s other people … simply being together .. and that
people have questions about life and faith .. and are looking for opportunities to ask those
questions .. and to talk.

Our online courses have been better received than if we’d run them in a cold church – and people
seem more able to talk freely, perhaps because they feel more relaxed zooming in from the
comfort of their own home.

But there are others who are uncomfortable with using tech, some have not engaged at all, and
we have completely lost contact with some, other than an occasional phone call.. 

We are all on a journey that has many ups and downs and twists and turns .. the current pandemic
has brought that into sharp focus ..

As Christians our call from God is to walk with folk on their journey and to support and encourage
and share with them our own story and to let God do the work of building faith..
Looking ahead my hope is we don’t simply go back to what we had before but they we look at
what we are doing now and build on that ... we’ve reflected, adjusted and adapted and kept on
going through the storm of the past year.. we have found new ways of being and doing church and
being community .. just as you have over in Ladderworld.

We need to ask ourselves questions like ..

What do we want to keep from the past that we still can’t do now? What don’t we want to keep?
(and how do we let them go?), What do we want to keep in what we are doing now? ... and How do
we keep on journeying together?.. 



Firstly Palm Sunday when we are holding our first outdoor service since last September…
complete with Palm crosses, Easter egg trail and some live music… all socially                                      
distanced of course.

I am also looking forward to visiting my parents in Scotland sometime in the                                                
not-too-distant future – apart from a weekly Skype I haven’t seen them since a flying visit              I
made for a few days last October. 

God Bless, have a great Easter and keep on rocking!

Ps … there is one other thing I am looking forward to at some point and that is stepping into
Ladderworld itself 

for all those missing the hawle nibbles



There is a famous quote from Buddhist writings about an encounter with
the Buddha. 

On seeing him, [Dona] went to him and said, 
“Master, are you a deva [a god]?” - “No, brahman, I am not a deva.”
“Are you a gandhabba [a kind of low-grade god; a celestial musician]?” -
“No…”
“… a yakkha [a kind of protector god, or sometimes a trickster spirit]?” - “No…”
“… a human being?” - “No, brahman, I am not a human being.”
“Then what sort of being are you?”
“Remember me, brahman, as ‘awakened.’” (AN 4.36 PTS: A ii 37)

Jesus responded very differently to the same sort of questions. In Jesus’
teaching the goal of human existence is not merely to be awakened, but to
be alive.

From a Christian understanding, in their natural state human beings are only
biologically alive, they are not spiritually alive.

You were dead because of your sins and because your sinful nature was not
yet cut away. Then God made you alive with Christ, for he forgave all our sins.
(Colossians 2:13 NLT)

Indeed, several statements of Jesus show that his whole mission was to
create this possibility of life for the spiritually dead;



The thief comes only to steal and kill and destroy; I have come that they may
have life, and have it to the full. (John 10:10 NIV)

Furthermore, Jesus claimed to be the only possibility of life for humankind;

Jesus answered, "I am the way and the truth and the life. No one comes to
the Father except through me. (John 14:6 NIV)

The early Christians understood this point clearly. The Johannine gospel and
epistles hammer this point constantly – to come to Christ is to have life.

This is how God showed his love among us: He sent his one and only Son
into the world that we might live through him. (1 John 4:9 NIV)

Whoever has the Son has life; whoever does not have the Son of God does
not have life. (1 John 5:12 NIV)

(See also John 5:21, 6:40, 3:16, and 1 John 1:2)

So much was this point central to                                                                                              
Christian self-understanding that the first                                                                               
disciples of Jesus even called themselves                                                                                
“hoi zontes” or “The Living”.

And yet the early believers also experienced a mysterious paradox;

For we who are alive are always being given over to death for Jesus' sake, so
that his life may also be revealed in our mortal body. (2 Corinthians 4:11 NIV)

This verse speaks of the early Christians who were persecuted, martyred for
their faith, dispossessed and, generally held in contempt by society at large.
And yet they perceived that it was in this context of ‘death’ that the life of
Jesus in them shone out more strongly. 

In my devotions this morning I was blown away by something Pope
Benedict wrote about the eternal life which God offers us through faith in
Jesus;



"Eternal life is not - as the modern reader might immediately assume - life
after death, in contrast to this present life which is transient and not eternal.
Eternal life is life itself, real life, which can also be lived in the present age
and is no longer challenged by physical death.
This is the point: to seize life here and now, real life that can no longer be
destroyed by anything or anyone...

a distinguishing feature of the disciple of Jesus is the fact that he "lives":
beyond the mere fact of existing, he has found and embraced the real life
that everyone is seeking. On the basis of such texts, the early Christians
called themselves simply "the living" (hoi zontes). They had found what all
are seeking - life itself, full and, hence, indestructible life.

Yet how does one obtain it?

Eternal life is gained through recognition ... recognizing creates communion;
it is union of being with the one recognized. But of course the key to life is
not any kind of recognition, but to "know you the only true God, and Jesus
Christ whom you have sent" (John 17:3)..."
(Joseph Ratzinger "Jesus of Nazareth - Holy Week", p83)



To save you the bother, every day on our Facebook page @wearejacobsladder we

post some videos of a particular band or artist. Hope you enjoy them. Here’s

what we’ve had in the first quarter of 2021.

JANUARY 2021

01 : The Hives

04 : Yes

05 : The Jam

06 : Frank Zappa

07 : Van Halen

08 : Marillion

11 : Styx

12 : Whitesnake

13 : Joe Bonamassa

14 : Shinedown

15 : Aerosmith

18 : Mostly Autumn

19 : Five Finger Death Punch

20 : Airbourne

21 : Wishbone Ash

22 : Motorhead

25 : Avatar

26 : Bon Jovi

27 : Uriah Heep

28 : Pendragon

29 : Triumph

FEBRUARY 2021

01 : Cinderella

02 : Megadeth

03 : Judas Priest

04 : Transatlantic

05 : Gillan

08 : Porcupine Tree

09 : Motley Crue

10 : The Stranglers

11 : Bring Me The Horizon

12 : Reo Speedwagon

15 : John Otway

16 : Rainbow

17 : Poison

18 : Metallica

19 : The Police

22 : U2

23 : Jethro Tull

24 : Big Country

25 : Free

26 : Thin Lizzy

MARCH 2021

01 : Girlschool

02 : The Moody Blues

03 : Nirvana

04 : Barclay James Harvest

05 : Fish

08 : Gong

09 : Anthrax

10 : Steve Hackett

11 : Dire Straits

12 : Status Quo

15 : Family

16 : The Beatles

17 : Steely Dan

18 : Black Sabbath

19 : The Who

22 : Meatloaf

23 : The Clash

24 : Def Leppard

25 : Kaiser Chiefs

26 : Bernie Marsden

29 : Focus

30 : Slade

31 : Little Angels



THE RUSH PROJECT SO FAR

02-01-21 : Jacob’s Ladder

03-01-21 : The Garden

09-01-21 : Xanadu

10-01-21 : Test For Echo

16-01-21 : The Big Money

17-01-21 : Nobody’s Hero

23-01-21 : Far Cry

24-01-21 : Bastille Day

30-01-21 : The Trees

31-01-21 : Witchhunt

06-01-21 : Resist

07-02-21 : Ghost Rider

13-02-21 : Circumstances

14-02-21 : Countdown

20-02-21 : R30 Overture

21-02-21 : 2112

27-02-21 : A Passage To Bangkok

28-02-21 : Vital Signs

06-03-21 : Marathon

07-03-21 : YYZ

13-03-21 : Force 10

14-03-21 : The Spirit Of Radio

20-03-21 : Freewill

21-03-21 : Animate

27-03-21 : Working Man

28-03-21 :  Presto

And using Editor's privilige, each weekend we post
videos from this rather special band



Jacob 's  Jukebox  Jury  is  a  select ion  of  3  newly

released  tracks  from  both  old  and  new  art ists .

This  is  a  great  chance  for  you  to  sample  some

new  music  and  decide  whether  you  think

these  songs  are  a  HIT  or  MISS .

JACOB'S JUKEBOX JURY



Noora Louhimo Experience

Eternal Wheel of Time and Space

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=JSNiUe75MgM
BATTLE BEAST singer Noora Louhimo released her
debut solo album, "Eternal Wheel Of Time And
Space" on the 5th of March.

Mason Hill

D.N.A.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=3HvfCyUkLF0
D.N.A. is the third single to be released for Mason
Hill’s debut studio album ‘Against The Wall’. Mason
Hill are from Glasgow and formed in 2013

Gojira

Born for One Thing

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=3p85-KtgDSs
‘Born for One Thing’ is the lead single form Gojira’s
upcoming album, ‘Fortitude’, which will come out on
April 30th. Gojira are a French heavy metal band
from Ondres. Originally formed as Godzilla in 1996,
they changed their name to Gojira in 2001.



Definitive Endings
Again, again, again, again, again, again, again, again, why don’t you do it, why
don’t you do it, again?’ Quo sang, and they did! They went on and on and on
and on, long after their sell by date really, with no sense of irony at all that
they called themselves Status Quo! When a band’s body of work is complete
and the life of the group has come to a natural conclusion and its time to call
it a day, its my view that they should do just that. 

The Jam are the near perfect example of how to bring the life of a band
to a definitive conclusion, draw a line under a fantastic body of work and
move on, trusting that the legacy of work that you’ve created would live
on. They hardly put a foot wrong, producing a series of increasing quality
albums and singles, building up a dedicated fan base and following over
the life of the band and then at the very apex of their success, calling it a
day. They knew when to quit, go out on a high and finish at the top. They
brought it to a definitive end and vowed to never try and recreate it.
That’s class.



Of course, a liberated Paul Weller immediately formed the Style Council and
when that band had run its natural course ploughed a furrow as a solo artist
which rode the Brit pop age, but he never stopped recreating himself. Like
Mark E Smith of ‘The Fall’ he continued to push the boundaries and
experiment, doing new and interesting work as his career progressed. So it
should be. 

REM are another good example of a band bringing a stella career to a
definitive end. Michael Stipe frequently interrupts interviews nowadays to
head off the question of the band reforming. He is absolutely resolute, REM
will never reform. Their work is complete. 

Its not a approach which is replicated in rock and metal generally, where
bands keep going, or split up and reform, with stunning regularity. Take
AC DC for example. Now I like AC DC but it could be argued that they
should have called it a day years before they did, and certainly not reformed
as they did recently! When a band only plays their back catalogue live, with
perhaps one or two token tracks from the recent album thrown in, it’s a real
indication that its time to call it a day.

Artists and bands very rarely continually get better, they usually have a
zenith and then deteriorate, very rarely recreating past glories. Its my
view that they should call it a day at the top and move on.There are a few
notable exceptions. It could be argued Bob Dylan should have called it a
day long before he redefined his career with the ‘Time out of Mind’
album, which announced a stunning return to form.  It included in its
song listing the stone wall classic ‘Make you feel my love’, which has
subsequently been covered time and again, most notably by Adele. It’s a
great song, from a great album, which is right up their with the best of his
career.It justified him going on in many ways.



The Beatles seemed to have got it right with ‘Let it be’ as a definitive ending.
Certainly when John Lennon was murdered it seemed to have drawn a line
under the questions about them reforming, so why on earth did McCartney,
Ringo and Harrison get back together to record new songs from a Lennon
demo tape in 1994. The songs were Lennon songs, which were never
intended to be Beatles numbers… its my view they should have lived and let
die.

Of course the death of a band member – especially the front man,                            
often brings a group to an end – or it should. What Queen were                                    
thinking when they limped on without Freddie Mercury is                                          
beyond me. 

As we approach Easter, Christians recall the death of Jesus as just such a
definitive end. They believe he died once for all and that his death was
wholly sufficient to pay the price of sin. After 3 years of public ministry His
work was complete and his death decisive. His disciples however could only
see his death as a tragedy and the end of his redemptive mission. Full of
despair they disbanded. On the third day however, Jesus rose from the grave
to new life, instigating a new era and ministry for those that followed him.
There was no going back but a new future to step into. It was a new
beginning and one we can all become members of.

So it seemed appropriate to select Easter Sunday as the day that Georgie and
I brought our time in Hugglescote Parish to an end and bring our formal
involvement with Jacob’s Ladder to a close. We move onto pastures new in
April. Of course its sad that we can’t have a proper send off in person but
such are the circumstances. We’re sorry to say goodbye but its time to draw
our ministry here to a close.  It’s been a great adventure and a real pleasure
to journey with you as Jacob’s Ladder as established itself as a Fresh
Expression of the church. 

Finally, it occurs to me that living as a Fresh Expression is what we are all
called to be, not continuing the Status Quo. So it is my hope and prayer that
as a church community you will go on exploring what it means to be a
Christian and living as a fresh example of Jesus in the community we serve.

With love and best wishes 

Rev Chris and Georgie Haywood



One of the main features of our get-togethers at The Hawley is our two-part
quiz, so we thought we’d replicate that in LADDERLIFE in the familiar format.
You’ll find part two later in this edition, but for now here are the first 10
questions.  The answers can be found at the very end, straight after the
‘Church Notices’.  Due to a chronic lack of entries, we are now playing just for
larks, so...

AUNT IE  PAM'S  QUIZ

______________________________



______________________________

______________________________



______________________________

______________________________



______________________________

______________________________



______________________________

______________________________



______________________________

QUOTING THE JUDGE
"Russia's answer to SWC"

 

https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x2hk189

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.dailymotion.com%2Fvideo%2Fx2hk189%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2eIon81feU3oKd2U5I1N6iyGhMZzizetw1NJlfhl5r_ep4yE49S3OG97s&h=AT0SuO21usZ4pbGWxML2P__mnB8n3CiVXCXlMqDxe_L6w4D6eh4LRuk5AXd3tA-Aqo4w3EsPjhzZRCoNlJgeZ2F6xPUuuGjtcb815Sabf7HWIDkoL2rcQurjhzug9hy0uMbc2N7fQjKho68TXJkUeA


THE JESUS DEALTHE JESUS DEAL

“It doesn’t matter how many drugs I take,

I’m not fulfilled. This isn’t satisfying. There’s

a spiritual hunger going on. Everybody

feels it. If you don’t feel it now, you will.

Trust me. You will...Drinking beer is easy.

Trashing your hotel room is easy. But

being a Christian, that’s a tough call.

That’s the real rebellion.” 

Following the Easter theme of getting

back to God, we thought it would be

interesting to hear how the faith thing

works for a few of our favourite musicians.

ALICE COOPER

BRIAN JOHNSON (AC/DC)
“They’d say, ‘If you play the record

backwards, you can hear evil things like

'grrrr!'’ and I would think, ‘Geez, I didn’t

know the devil sounded like that. I thought

he was coherent like the rest of us.’” 



“Jesus is the reason I still breathe... Jesus

gave me all I am, all I will be. I have no

clue where he'll take me. All I know is I

walk by faith and not by [sight] and take

baby steps and drink baby milk.”

DAN SPITZ (ANTHRAX)

DAVE MUSTAINE (MEGADETH)
“God knows that... I have been at times

inconsistent in following a Christian way of

life. I am not an extremist. I am not a

fundamentalist. I have lapsed in ways large

and small. I curse. I do not always exercise

the patience and tolerance I should. But I

believe in God and I believe that Jesus is

my Saviour, and those are the overriding

principles that guide my life.”

BRIAN WELCH (KORN)
“Once I got a hold of this supernatural

spirit - this Holy Spirit is a person, but the

substance that comes from Him as He

comes inside of you, pours into you, it's

love. It's divine love.”



PETE TOWNSEND (THE WHO)
“In a room of a Holiday Inn in an Illinois

town called Rolling Meadows…I heard the

voice of God. In an instant, in a very

ordinary place at an unexceptional time, I

yearned for some connection with a

higher power. This was a singular,

momentous epiphany – a call to the

heart. Why did God favor this particular

place in America? Because it was so new?

Because it was so sunny? Suddenly it

became clear that I longed for a

transcendent connection with the universe

itself and with its maker. This was the

moment I had longed for. My mind was

being set alight by the psychedelic times,

but revelation came to me in the quietude

and seductive order of Middle America.”



We live in a society where choice is venerated as one our basic rights. But can
there be too much of it?

I started my vinyl LP collection properly in my early/mid teens. A time when I was
still in full time education and anything I bought from my favourite independent
record shop in Loughborough (“Castle Records”), required several weeks of
saving pocket money. Buying a new record was quite an event.

Initially my record collection was therefore very small indeed. I can remember
having to choose between listening to “Close to the Edge” again or maybe switch
to “The Story of I” (Patric Moraz) and then back again. After Christmas, “Tales
from Topographic Oceans” gets added to the mix and I can choose between
three. (For readers of a previous article: “The Glitter Band’s Greatest Hits” was not
on the rotation).

Fast forward twenty years and my huge LP collection (and growing CD collection)
probably runs into three figures. So I fancy sitting down and listening to something
- but what to listen to? On a similar note I also remember spending AGES in those
video tape rental places (remember those?), trying to decide/agree which movie
we are going to rent to watch tonight. The more choice, the harder the choice.
This is a really interesting TED talk about too much choice by a guy called Barry
Schartz: https://www.ted.com/talks/barry_schwartz_the_paradox_of_choice?
utm_campaign=tedspread&utm_medium=referral&utm_source=tedcomshare

Too Much Choice?

https://www.ted.com/talks/barry_schwartz_the_paradox_of_choice?utm_campaign=tedspread&utm_medium=referral&utm_source=tedcomshare


If there’s more choice, there’s more possibility you’ve made the wrong choice. It
turns out that humans can quickly get overwhelmed trying to choose between
multiple similar options: What if I’ve chosen the wrong one? What if the other lawn
had greener grass than this one?

So - back to the music collection.. At least in the days of vinyl LPs the physical
media actually took up quite a lot of space. Especially those much missed gate-
fold artistic masterpieces of design and presentation. Things are just getting
smaller and smaller. LP replaced by CDs, CDs replaced by libraries on MP3
players and then phones. And now, it all just sits in “The Cloud” in streaming
services like spotify. Arguably taking up domestic shelving space of absolutely
zero. (Is a thing that is just a collection of ones and zeros really “a thing” anyway)?

You may remember that I took the “99p per month for three months” premium
Spotify subscription out in December. So at the end of March it’s due to jump up
to the regular £9.99 per month if I don’t cancel it. And I have to say, for me at least
this marketing tactic by Spotify has probably worked. I look at my crate of un-
ripped CDs and realise that most if not all of them are available on Spotify. And
neither my desktop PC nor my laptop have a CD drive in them anyway. OK
Spotify. I think that for me right at the moment, you win.

Let the “A.I.” (well,
actually an algorithm),
choose for me..



Faced with the thousands of albums on Spotify you might say that the choice is
SO large I’d never be able to decide what to listen to.. Enter playlists called things
like. “Daily Mix”, “Discover Weekly”, “Based on what you’ve been listening to”, and
so it goes on.

 I must confess that I have been making increasing use of the playlist feature. It’s
a way of avoiding the “effort” of thinking about what to listen to next. Just let
Spotify’s algorithm decide for me! Is this the beginning of A.I. taking over the
world? (I don’t think so). And where does the playlist leave the concept album
whose tracks need to be listened to in order from beginning to end? The algorithm
I suppose could be trained to recognise and treat concept albums differently -
playing them through properly. Or are we doomed to just listen to the equivalent of
our own personal “Now That’s What I Call Music” for ever? (A grim thought
indeed).

What do you think? Should we in luddite fashion all rush out and buy HiFi
separates and turntables? Should we boycott these more modern media delivery
services in protest?

Until next time, remember: We’re a’ Jock Tamson’s bairns!



PROG &
PONDER

There have  been plenty of controversial
demonstrations and movements this last year. 

Back in '74 Pink Floyd bought to our attention the idea
of 'US AND THEM'.  Have we now moved closer

together or become increasingly 'US VERSUS THEM'?
What are your thougts?



SPOT THE 9
DIFFERENCES



MUSIC - IT IS A BIG DEAL 

I find humility inspiring.  And I appreciate that all things
should be put in context.  But when even my main bass man
Geddy Lee declares that, "being a musician is not that noble
a profession" it doesn't half irk me!  And he's not the only
muso with such self-awareness!  God has this to say...

Proverbs 25:20 ... IT'S POWERFUL STUFF
Singing light songs to the heavyhearted is like pouring salt
in their wounds.

Psalm 87:7 ... IT'S NO HALF-HEARTED TEASER
Singers and dancers give credit to Zion: “All my springs are
in you!”

1Samuel 16:23 ... IT CHANGES THINGS
After that, whenever the bad depression from God tormented
Saul, David got out his harp and played. That would calm
Saul down, and he would feel better as the moodiness lifted.



Luke 15:25 ... IT'S THE SOUND OF PARTY TIME!
All this time his older son was out in the field. When 
the day’s work was done he came in. As he 
approached the house, he heard the music and 
dancing. Calling over one of the houseboys, he asked what
was going on. He told him, ‘Your brother came home. Your
father has ordered a feast—barbecued beef!—because he
has him home safe and sound.

1 Chronicles 15:16 ... IT'S A CALLING
David ordered the heads of the Levites to assign their
relatives to sing in the choir, accompanied by a well-
equipped marching band, and fill the air with joyful sound.

SEE, WE
METALHEADS

WERE RIGHT
ALL ALONG!

 
LOVE OUR

MUSICIANS
AND THE HOLY

NOISE THEY
MAKE!



controversy court

The Judge speaks:
"OK, with respect going to Mogwai who recently had a number 1
album in the charts. Name me a better letter than M for
bands/artists in our rock genre?  M stands for Motörhead,
Marillion, Gary Mootr, Magnum, Meatloaf, ‘Ouch Metallica?’ ‘Ouch
My Chemical Romance?’  Motley Crue, Molly Hatchet, MSG and of
course Mostly Autumn.  Are you with me?" 

"



DEBS HAS HER
SAY

M is a magic letter?  I agree with Paul , amazing bands , from old school metal

to the more modern day but this only one letter , there is another 25 letters to

choose from .

There are some truly awesome old school rock bands out there with the

Letter M , makes me wonder was this a trend back in the day?

Most are still going today , so that proves that they are successful , with a mass

following , not just at concerts but with album sales .

They might have different line ups over the years but still have the same

music , the constant sound of that band , what makes them unique .

Take Metallica , the band has always done exactly what they felt like doing ,

and yet it is no coincidence they still pack stadiums all over the world . They

must have been doing something right all these years .

So , looking though my playlist I only have Marshmello , not heavy metal , far

from it , but a coloration with A Day To remember in the song Rescue me .

It does not mean that I do not listen to bands that start with the letter M ,

maybe more of when I went to gigs or parties , back in the day when we

could , they would certainly be on the radio and I will be singing along to .

It , all depends on what your favourite bands are , mine is Linkin Park , so could

you argue you that L is magic letter because I also love Lacuna Coil .

But you could argue that A is magic? the start of everything , awesome bands

like Audioslave with the late great Chris Cornell , Alexisonfire , Avenged

Sevenfold , A Day to Remember , Architects , All Time Low , Aerosmith , Alter

Bridge , Asking Alexandria are just some from my playlist , so does this make A

the magic letter?

I suppose it depends on what kinda music you listen to , there is a no right or

wrong answer . Sometimes it is what mood you are in , or just want to kick

back and chill out , or wanting to have a run…. Well maybe not for me but

some of you like to work out to an adrenaline pumped music .

Some of the music we listen is recommend by someone , a little like Juke box

jury , try different styles of music , it might just surprise you .  The phrase 'life is

like a box of chocolates '  means that life is unpredictable and that it is full of

surprises ; you never know what will happen next , the same can be said for

music , so try and enjoy all or have an appreciation for it .

For me I like M or more the M&M ’s , others are available in shops , the peanuts

ones are the best .

Happy Easter all . 



MIKE MAKES
HIS POINT

Did you know there are decent bands out there that don ’t begin with the

letter M? 

My learned friend would have you think otherwise but ladies and gentlemen

of the jury it ’s true . . . there are in fact band names beginning with every letter

of the alphabet . .

Anvil , Boston , Cream , Devo , Enya , Foreigner , Goldfrapp , Hawkwind , Inxs ,

Journey , Kiss , Lovebites , Megadeth , Nightwish , Oasis , Paramore , Queen ,

(Ahem . . .)Rush , Queen , Tool , UB40 , Whitesnake , X-ray specs , Yes , and . . .ZZ Top

. . . to name 26 not to mention various artists going by their Christian names or

surnames and bands beginning with The . . .

I ’m going to start at the beginning with A but I could pick any letter . . . it ’s not

the nice name we follow but the great music that the band or artist produces

which draws us in . . 

But let ’s start at the beginning with the letter A and amble through my

selection . . . Aerosmith . . the first band I really got into back in the 1970s and

one of the best live bands . . check out their 5 first studio albums for the

before they were taken in to MTV sound and Live Bootleg for a truly great live

album . . . then there is Alter Bridge . . . what can i say . . Myles Kennedy on

vocals (and so will give M the Mayfield 4 give them a listen) and the awesome

Mark Tremonti on guitar . . . check out the albums One Day Remains or

Blackbird . . . Audioslave . . Chris Cornell on vocal and Rage against the

Machine ’s Tom Morello on guitar their self titled 2002 album is incredible . . 

Anthrax , Anvil , Alien Ant Farm , AC/DC , ABBA , and if you want a lively noisy

fun gig then look no further than rockers Airbourne , for epic viking death

metal with crowd rowing check out Amon Amarth , for a bit of retro punk

listen to Ireland ’s Ash especially their albums 1977 and Free All Angels . . . . on

my "to see sometime" are Architects who have recently released a new album

For those that wish to Exist . 

One of my current favourite bands is Avatar . . . awesome live . . I 've seen them

play in a pub in Milton Keynes , supporting Avenged Sevenfold at the NIA , in

London , Nottingham and even in Spain , as well at festivals and over lockdown

on an amazing 4 night on line gig in January . . lve from Gothenberg .

All their albums are great but check out Black Waltz or Hail the Apocalypse

for some great metal�

Your honour , you will get a great band or artist in any of the other letters of

the alphabet . . yes , yes even in the letter M . . 

Of course there are great names and people starting with the letter M like

Mike , Michael and . . me ! 

but for today that ladies and gentlemen is that case for A . . . 

. 



(well, a playlist)

L E T ' S  M A K E  A

M I X T A P E

Playlists used to come in the form of
mixtapes. It was a case of taping from
tapes, taping from the radio, trying to
record from a record using a tape deck
with a built in microphone or…. and this
was the most exciting prospect of all…
waiting for the promised mixtape from
a cool friend. 

I still have a box of these in my loft-
soundtracks of school and student
days with scratched on doodles and
signatures, messages and
instructions to ‘listen to on your
own’ or ‘songs you need to hear’.
Unfortunately, since my 1991 Honda
Civic died in 2006, I no longer own a
cassette player. 



But, I know that my love of such a diverse range of artists and genres
comes directly from the joy of these random mixtures of songs. Even now,
I love albums with an eclectic mix- the soundtrack of Baby Driver is an
excellent example. 

Of course the revolution of online music and apps has created the
phenomenon of the Playlist.Even me-a fairly technophobic type- relishes
an evening creating a new one. I have made them for flights (tropical or
culturally themed), summer (to blast into the garden on lazy afternoons)
and birthday parties (brilliant with a few cheeky age-related ditties). My
brother even made us one for our wedding which still gets played on
anniversaries.Yes, Billy Idol’s White Wedding was on it!

What I am currently creating, reinventing, tweaking and perfecting is the
collection I need the most right now:  a playlist to make me happy. It’s a
simple formula and has an amazing effect- what songs absolutely fill me
with delight? What songs make dancing absolutely necessary? What
songs get me singing at the top of my voice without a care? It has been a
journey through my life and it is a masterpiece! When we feel a bit flat,
sometimes the finest pep talk can come from music. 

King Saul and the future King David first met when Saul was feeling
troubled. His staff suggested he bring in a musician to ease his mind.
They recommended the young shepherd boy David, who they knew to be
an expert performer. Little did Saul know that the boy who was playing
for him was destined to be his successor. The point here is, even in the
Bible, music was used to cheer people up. 

So, if you haven’t made one lately or at all, I highly recommend you do.
With every song you can imagine at your fingertips, here are some
suggestions to start you off. 



https://iloveclassicrock.com/10-classic-rock-songs-about-hope-and-
courage/
https://www.classicrockforums.com/threads/songs-about-hope.3291/
https://www.kerrang.com/features/14-of-the-most-uplifting-metal-
songs-ever/
https://medium.com/@stevepederson/top-10-positive-and-uplifting-
classic-rock-songs-of-all-time-87562ce70691
https://aminoapps.com/c/metal/page/blog/top-10-most-uplifting-
rock-songs-
nonmetalwednesday/L2zf_8uwqL17bQYP033XJEL36MpLbz4
https://www.liveabout.com/top-inspirational-rock-songs-2898404
https://blog.gigsandtours.com/2020/04/30-songs-for-hope-
inspiration-and-a-better-world/
https://thriveglobal.com/stories/uplifting-songs-inspire-optimism-
positivity-stress-relief-music/
https://www.rollingstone.com/music/music-features/why-bon-jovi-
belong-in-the-rock-and-roll-hall-of-fame-124064/

Don’t stop me now – Queen, Dream On- Aerosmith, Right Now – Van
Halen, Don’t Stop Believin’ – Journey, I Won’t Back Down– Tom Petty,
Winds Of Change – The Scorpions, Livin’ On A Prayer- Bon Jovi, Movin’ On
Up- Primal Scream, Born to run- Bruce Springsteen, Smells like teen
spirit- Nirvana, Superheroes- The Script, Paradise City- Guns N' Roses, The
best of you- Foo Fighters, Mr Blue Sky- Electric Light Orchestra, She's a
Rainbow- The Rolling Stones, Fresh Start- Joan Jett and the blackhearts,
Be Still And Know- Machine Head

And if you need more ideas, try these websites:



AUNT IE  PAM'S  QUIZ
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DAVE'S 10
DESERT
ISLAND
DISCS
In the first of a very
difficult new series, here
is Dave's alphabetical list
to keep the music going
and not get bored.

And yes, it does have to
be 10 different artists
(can't just have Rush)!

Backstreet Symphony
(Thunder)

Hemispheres
(Rush)

Jennie Bomb
(Sahara Hotnights)

Live In The Heart Of The City
(Whitesnake)

Marseille
(Marseille)

Master Of Puppets
(Metallica)

Never Forever
(Kate Bush)

Runnin’ Wild
(Airbourne)

Strangers In The Night
(UFO)

Thankx For The Angst
(Chrome Molly)



WITH   DEBS

Fancy some rocking praying?

We post prayer ideas for EVERY DAY,,,
with accompanying music videos at:
www.wearejacobsladder.co.uk/prayers





QUIZ ANSWERS





SPOT THE
DIFFENCE
ANSWERS



www.wearejacobsladder.co.uk
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